
Park Home Chassis Services (PHCS) 
has become a revered name in the 
park home community and a company 

to trust. We meet up with Dave Foale, 
Director of PHCS, and here is a glimpse of 
the PHCS story to date….

Built on reputation

PHCS Ltd was set up in 2009. The 
company of three people has grown 
progressively throughout this time and 

now has a strong and united team of ten. 
Starting out in a storage container, the 
company now occupies a large industrial 
warehouse and administration offices.
The company was founded on many years 
of experience, both in surveying and 
manufacture of park homes, and it’s this 
knowledge that has been passed on to train 
and develop the whole PHCS workforce.
“We had very clear goals from the outset”, 
says Dave Foale. “Our mission was to 
create a company that was built on strong 
commitment to our customers; delivering 

the highest levels of workmanship, utilising 
best quality materials, and providing a 
professional, reliable and responsive service”  
“Our intention has always been for PHCS 
to operate as a business for the long term 
and that only happens if you work with 
integrity, transparency and respect to 
customers, and other people you deal with. 
The PHCS team maintains this ethos daily”
It is on this premise that PHCS has gained 
lasting loyalties with their customers, and 
strong regard from other companies in the 
industry.  

10 Years Old!
“It’s our business …that’s why we place such importance on 
quality, service, workmanship and customer satisfaction”
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The PHCS  team have  
enjoyed an exciting 
10 years and are  

very positive  about the  future

Setting the standards
When PHCS first started, they conducted 
underfloor surveys to advise park home 
owners of the condition under the home, 
and also undertook chassis refurbishments 
if the supports needed replacing or chassis 
required refurbishment.
“Nowadays, owners - and even people 
looking to buy a park home - are more 
knowledgeable about the importance and 
relevance of the chassis and its supports. 
We hope our explanatory and informative 
approach over the years has helped in this 
respect” says Dave. 
“We want all our customers to have full 
understanding of the exact condition of 
under their home. PHCS doesn’t advocate 
mystique or pulling wool over anyone’s 
eyes; we know our job and always pass 
our expert opinion and advice to our 
customers. The support and strength of the 
home is determined by the integrity of the 
chassis and jacks so the underside is vitally 
important, but with the right knowledge 
the customer has awareness, peace of mind 
and is able to make informed decisions on 
any actions to take, if necessary”

Honesty is key
“We are mindful that our customers need to 
trust us implicitly, as not everyone can – or 
wants to – crawl under their home. That’s 
why we have processes in place to provide 
that confidence. Everything we say is put 
in writing, including photographs, 
and all costs of works if 
appropriate. We are always 
taken aback when people 
comment on our honesty 
when all is fine and no 
work recommended! Why 
wouldn’t we? We honestly 
want the best outcome for 
our customers at the least 
cost to them! We consider 
ourselves very fortunate that 
we don’t need to chase for 
business” 
PHCS always endeavour to provide 
competitive pricing whilst maintaining the 
highest quality products and workmanship. 
Their work is also backed up with a 10 year 
warranty.

Introducing other 
services 
PHCS has also been driven by customer 
suggestions and demand! The company has 
introduced other bespoke services for under 
the home and are always looking to evolve 
their expertise.
Not long after PHCS became established 

customers began to ask how they may 
combat draughts coming up from 
under their floorboards. It was a natural 
progression for PHCS to develop their 
own underfloor insulation system which 
has since become the highly popular and 
acclaimed PHCS SnuggerFOOR. 
Now in its seventh year, SnuggerFLOOR 
has many hundreds of customers testifying 
to its success in warming their homes, 
ridding cold draughts from underfoot 
and keeping toes toasty! Not to mention 
turning down the thermostat. 
“With SnuggerFLOOR we wanted to 
design a system utilising a combination of 
highest quality products – some exclusive 
to PHCS - to create a robust, long lasting 
system that provided a consistent thermal 
advantage for our customers”
“We feel we have achieved that. PHCS 
SnuggerFLOOR is fully bonded and sealed 
to eliminate air gaps, and is installed in a 
way to optimise health and safety standards 
with access to pipes and wiring if required. 
We hear from our customers still singing its 
praises years later which is very gratifying!”

Tell us about the 
PHCS team… 
“That’s what makes PHCS! Everyone at 
PHCS works as a team and I think that’s 
what makes it special. We have different 
roles in the company but everyone is 
just as important and influential to the 
success of the business. By having specific 

responsibilities within the team (such 
as surveying, installations, 

administration, reception, 
warehouse) we are able to 

offer dedicated, proficient 
service with efficiency”
“Everyone has grown 
together and fortunately 
we all work to the 
same ethics and values. 
Hopefully it’s very 

apparent when customers 
deal with PHCS that we 

all care about the service and 
workmanship we provide”

 “The team meets regularly so there 
is great camaraderie and constant sharing 
of ideas to help ongoing progress of our 
services. We have no intention of sitting still 
or becoming complacent!” 

The best bit!
“Our customers! Yes, they are important 
because they keep us in business, but 
genuinely, we are so fortunate to have such 
lovely people to work for! Many remain in 
contact with us, and as years have gone on 
will call us to recheck their chassis, look at 
a new home they may be buying, refer a 
friend or maybe to discuss SnuggerFLOOR. 
Having that continuity and friendship 

with our customers makes it the more 
worthwhile”.
“We always marvel at the hospitality shown 
to us when we visit on-site. Customers 
often laugh that the installation team rarely 
stops for breaks, but the team still enjoy the 
banter and conversation they often share 
together”.
“All our customers are so different too! 
With their different experiences in life 
and different personalities it creates such 
diversity and interest for us. We love to 
hear their stories. As PHCS works on a 
nationwide basis we get to meet people 
on fabulous parks located throughout the 
country too!”

Onwards and 
upwards
The PHCS team have enjoyed an exciting 
10 years and are very positive about the 
future – the company’s continued success 
and reputation will remain top of their 
agenda. 
As Dave says “Going forwards it would be 
wonderful for park home residents to enjoy 
fairness and honesty from all suppliers, 
and most definitely for any ‘cowboys’ to 
be squeezed out of the equation! We hope 
PHCS can influence this trend and help set 
the standards”.

10 years old and 10 
reasons to be proud!
1 Leading UK park home  
	 underfloor	specialist

2	 Over	3800	surveys

3	 Over	1500	chassis	 
	 refurbishments

4 Over 550 SnuggerFLOOR   
	 installations

5	 98%	positive	feedback

6	 From	3	to	10	staff	

7	 From	storage	container	 
	 to	industrial	warehouse	and	
	 administration	office

8	 Launched	PHCS	HD	Supports	–	 
	 hot	dip	galvanised

9	 NCC	Verified	Approval	Scheme

10	 Happy	customers!


